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Ⅰ. Introduction

Due to the development of more 

sophisticated techniques for acquiring, 

storing, and analyzing information on the 

customers’ past shopping behavior, firms 

can offer different prices to their own 

customers and to rivals’ previous customers. 

This form of price discrimination, termed 

behavior-based price discrimination (BBPD), 

is now widely used in many industries such 

as web retailing, supermarkets, air travel, 

telecommunication, restaurants, electricity, 

gas, banking, and insurance.
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BBPD has been investigated within 

various frameworks.1) For example, Chen 

and Pearcy (2010) investigate BBPD with 

the dependence of consumers’ intertemporal 

preferences, while Esteves (2014) studies 

BBPD when firms use retention strategies as 

an attempt to avoid consumer switching. In 

addition, Esteves and Reggiani (2014) 

explore BBPD with elastic demand, Chung 

(2016) studies BBPD with experience goods, 

and Carroni (2018) studies the pricing 

scheme with cross-group externalities. 

Moreover, Colombo (2016) and Colombo 

(2018) examine BBPD when firms have 

incomplete information about consumers’ 

purchase histories and when firms retain 

additional information about the price 

sensitivity of their own consumers, 

respectively.

A common prediction in the literature on 

BBPD is that in markets exhibiting 

best-response asymmetry, price 

discrimination based on consumers’ 

purchase history yields lower social welfare 

than uniform pricing when aggregate output 

is constant and some consumers are 

poached (e.g. Chen, 1997; Fudenberg and 

Tirole, 2000).2)

1) There are two main approaches to the analy-
sis of price discrimination based on purchase 
history. In the switching cost approach, con-
sumers’ past purchases reveal information 
about their switching costs (e.g. Chen, 1997). 
In the brand preference approach, consum-
ers’ past purchases reveal information about 
their brand preferences (e.g. Fudenberg and 
Tirole, 2000).

2) A market exhibits best-response asymmetry 
when one firm’s strong market is the other’s 
weak market (Corts, 1998). This best-re-
sponse asymmetry often arises in Hotelling’s 
model of product differentiation, where con-
sumers are heterogeneous on a single 
dimension. A market exhibits best-response 
symmetry when firms price discriminate ac-

This paper aims to examine the welfare 

impacts of BBPD when firms are asymmetric 

in quality costs. To this end, we consider a 

differentiated duopoly with an inherited 

market share, and a two-stage game where  

firms first simultaneously choose their 

product qualities, and then compete in 

prices according to the pricing scheme, 

namely, uniform pricing or BBPD. In our 

model, BBPD is analyzed in static settings 

where information used to segment 

consumers is exogenously given (e.g. 

Gehrig et al., 2012). We also assume that 

quality investment is a longer-run decision 

than price choice, since it usually involves 

technological decisions.

The paper closest to ours is Gehrig et al. 

(2012) who use an asymmetric duopoly 

model with inherited market dominance to 

analyze the effects of BBPD on social 

welfare. However, they do not consider 

quality choices of the firms. Ikeda and 

Toshimitsu (2010) examine the welfare 

effects of third-degree price discrimination 

with quality choice, but they focus on a 

monopolist in a vertically differentiated 

product market. We fill this gap by 

investigating competitive price discrimination 

with quality choice.

Our analysis can provide policy 

implications for markets where BBPD raises 

antitrust concerns, and quality competition 

prevails. For example, in Korea, 

telecommunication companies actively 

investing in R&D are not permitted to price 

discriminate between their own and rivals’ 

customers by the Mobile Device Distribution 

Improvement Act.3)

cording to ‘choosiness’ (see Armstrong, 
2006).

3) See Gehrig et al. (2011) for European anti-
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We show that BBPD raises consumer 

surplus but reduces industry profits relative 

to uniform pricing. Then, if the difference 

in costs of quality improvement between the 

firms is sufficiently large, the gain to 

consumers associated with BBPD exceeds 

the associated profit loss to the firms. 

The rest of the paper unfolds as follows. 

In Section II, we set up the model. In 

Section III, we solve the game and compare 

social welfare under the two pricing 

schemes. Section IV concludes the paper.

Ⅱ. The Model

Consider two firms 1 and 2 producing 

differentiated products at zero marginal cost. 

The brands produced by firms 1 and 2 are 

located at point 0 and point 1, respectively, 

of an interval   representing the 

product characteristic space. They play a 

two-stage game. In the first stage, each firm 

∈ simultaneously chooses a quality 

level  ≥ . We assume that firm   incurs 

a fixed cost of the form   



  to 

achieve the level of quality .4) Without 

loss of generality, we normalize   to be 1 

and assume that   ∈ . That is, 

firm 2 is more efficient than firm 1 in 

improving the product quality. In the 

second stage, the firms simultaneously 

choose their prices.

trust cases concerned with BBPD.
4) Unlike Ikeda and Toshimitsu (2010) with fixed 

costs of quality, Nguyen (2014) considers varia-
ble costs of quality and obtains results opposite 
to Ikeda and Toshimitsu (2010). In this regard, 
it would be interesting to see how introducing 
variable costs of quality affects results that we 
will present below.

There are a unit mass of consumers who 

are uniformly distributed on the interval 

. A consumer’s location ∈   

measures how well each firm’s product 

matches her tastes. A consumer indexed by 

∈   incurs a disutility of   when 

buying from firm 1, and of    when 

buying from firm 2 (unit transportation cost 

is normalized to 1). Let   be the basic 

value of each firm’s product, which is 

assumed to be sufficiently large to ensure 

that all consumers purchase from one of the 

two firms. Each consumer demands at most 

one unit of the product. Hence, if a 

consumer indexed by  buys firm  ’s 

product of quality  at price , then she 

enjoys the net benefit

     .

Let   () denote firm 1’s (firm 2’s) 

inherited market share so that all consumers 

with ∈   (∈ ) have 

purchased from firm 1 (firm 2) before. 

Finally, the following assumption will be 

maintained throughout the paper.

Assumption 1. (i) 


  


 and (ii) 

 

≡ 

 
.

Assumption 1 implies that the inherited 

market share of each firm and the cost 

difference between the firms are not too 

large, and guarantees that in equilibrium 

where BBPD is used, both firms poach 

some of their competitor’s former consumers 

by charging them lower prices.
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Ⅲ. Analysis

To derive the subgame perfect 

equilibrium, the game is solved using 

backward induction from the second stage. 

Let the superscript   () identify the 

uniform pricing (BBPD) case.

1. Uniform Pricing

Before proceeding to the BBPD analysis, 

we consider the benchmark case where 

there is no BBPD in the second stage, 

either because it is not permitted or because 

the firms do not have information about 

consumers’ past purchases. When the firms 

engage in uniform pricing, firm ∈ 

charges the same price, , to all 

consumers. Let   denote a consumer who 

is indifferent between buying from either 

firm. This consumer is determined from

          .

That is,



    
,

where ≡    .

Thus, at the pricing stage, firm 1 chooses 

  to maximize

  

and firm 2 chooses   to maximize

   ,

for a given quality pair  . The 

equilibrium prices are


 


 and 

 


.

The market allocation is described by






.

At the quality choice stage, firm 1 

chooses   to maximize


  



   

and firm 2 chooses   to maximize


  

  

   .

We then obtain the equilibrium quality 

levels as


  

 
 and 

  


.

Substituting them into the equilibrium 

prices and market allocation yields


  

 
, 

  


, and 




 


 

 
.

We can see that the low-cost firm 

chooses a higher quality level and charges a 

higher price than the high-cost firm 

(
  

  and 
  

 ), and that the 

market share of the low-cost firm is larger 

than that of the high-cost firm (


 


).
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2. Behavior-Based Price Discrimination

Now assume that BBPD is feasible. We 

first investigate the firms’ price competition, 

taking their quality choices as given. When 

the two firms engage in BBPD, firm 

∈ charges a price  to consumers 

who have purchased its product before, and 

 to consumers who have purchased from 

the rival firm. Let   denote a consumer 

who has purchased from firm 1 before and 

is now indifferent between being loyal to 

firm 1 and switching to firm 2. Similarly, let 

  denote a consumer who has purchased 

from firm 2 before and is now indifferent 

between being loyal to firm 2 and switching 

to firm 1. These consumers are, 

respectively, determined from

           

,

            

.

That is,

 

    
 and 

 

    
.

Thus, consumers with ∈   

(∈  ) continue to buy from firm 1 

(firm 2), and those with ∈  

(∈  ) switch to firm 2 (firm 1).

At stage 2, firm 1 chooses   and   to 

maximize

      ,

and firm 2 chooses   and   to 

maximize

        ,

for a given quality pair  . The 

equilibrium prices are

      


 


, 

 


,

      


 


, 


 


.

The market allocation is described by







 and 







.

Now we turn to the firms’ quality choice. 

At stage 1, firm 1 chooses   to maximize


  




 

 


 

and firm 2 chooses   to maximize


  

  


 

 


 .

We then obtain the equilibrium quality 

levels as


  

  
 and 


  

 
.

Substituting them into the equilibrium 
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prices and market allocation yields

    


 

   
, 


 

   
,

    


  

   
, 


 

    
,

    




 


 


 

 
, 




 


 


 

 
.

Note that firm 2 (the low-cost firm) 

chooses a higher quality level than firm 1 

(the high-cost firm) if their cost gap is large 

enough. Formally, for 


 ≤ 


, 


  

  if  


, and for 




  


, it always holds. It can be 

also checked that each firm charges a lower 

price to the rival’s consumers than to its 

own consumers (
  

 ), and that some 

of each firm’s former consumers are 

poached by the rival 

(  


  


 ). The number of 

switching consumers is 





 


. 

The market share of the low-cost firm 

(denoted by  ) is larger than that of the 

high-cost firm (denoted by  ) if their 

cost gap is large enough. Formally, for 




 ≤ 


,   


 




<   


 


 if 

 


, and for 


  


, it 

always holds.

3. Welfare

This subsection provides the welfare 

consequences of BBPD when the firms are 

asymmetric in quality costs. 

Under uniform pricing, consumer surplus 

is calculated as

 







 
   

 








  
    

 

 
 

   
 

Consumer surplus under BBPD is 

calculated as

 


 



 
   

 


 





 
    

 




 



 
   

 


 





  
    

 

 
 

   

    
    

 

 

Subtracting (1) from (2) yields

  


   


  

 
   

 

where 
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     , 

     , 

     , 

     , 

and      . This result 

shows that consumers benefit from BBPD, 

regardless of the quality cost difference 

between the firms.

The equilibrium profit of each firm under 

uniform pricing is

    


  




 
  

 
 

    


  

  

  

  
 
 



and under BBPD it is

     


  




 

 


  

 


 

    
   
   

     


  

  


 

 


  

 


 

   

    
    

 

From (3) and (4), we have


 

  
 

 


   


 

  
  

 

where

      , 

     , 

     , 

     , and 

     . This result shows 

that industry profits are always lower under 

BBPD than under uniform pricing. Thus, we 

draw the following.

Proposition 1. Consider a 

quality-then-price game played by the two 

firms with different costs of quality 

improvement, and suppose that in 

equilibrium, each firm poaches some of its 

competitor’s former consumers by charging 

them a lower price. Then, behavior-based 

price discrimination raises consumer surplus 

but reduces industry profits relative to 

uniform pricing.

From Proposition 1, we can see that 

BBPD has distributional effects between 

consumers and the firms.

Next, to explore the welfare implications 

of using BBPD, we define social welfare as 

the sum of consumer surplus and industry 

profits. With (1), (2), (3), and (4), we can 

calculate social welfare under each pricing 

scheme as

 
 

  

   
 

 


 

    

      
     



From the comparison of    and 

  , we establish that (i) for 
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 ≤


  ≈  , 

     if    ; and (ii) for 




     


, 

     if    , where   and 

   are the third and fourth roots of

  

     

    

     

    

     

respectively. Hence, our analysis can be 

summarized as follows.

Proposition 2. Consider a 

quality-then-price game played by the two 

firms with different costs of quality 

improvement, and suppose that in 

equilibrium, each firm poaches some of its 

competitor’s former consumers by charging 

them a lower price. Then, social welfare is 

higher under behavior-based price 

discrimination than under uniform pricing if 

the firms’ cost difference is sufficiently large.

In <Fig. 1>, we present the region of 

firm 2’s cost parameter () in which BBPD 

increases social welfare. For example, when 

 


,      if 



    .

The result follows from the fact that the 

benefit to consumers from BBPD increases 

and the industry profit loss from BBPD 

decreases as the firms’ cost difference 

increases (beyond some level). Formally, for 




 ≤ 


, 

  
  if 

Fig. 1. Region of c wherein BBPD is welfare-improving
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  †  and 



  
 

  
 

  
  if 

  †† , where †  and ††  are the second 

roots of

      

    

    

    
   

and

      

    

    

    
      

respectively. For 


  


, it always 

holds. The low-cost firm has an incentive to 

improve the product quality more under 

BBPD than under uniform pricing with its 

cost efficiency, and this enables the firm to 

raise prices more under BBPD. Then, BBPD 

increases the market share of the low-cost 

firm more than under uniform pricing with 

the cost difference. As a result, more 

consumers are induced to buy the 

high-quality product of the low-cost firm 

under BBPD, and the low-cost firm’s profit 

loss from BBPD falls.

Ⅳ. Conclusion
Considering a quality-then-price game 

played by the two firms with different costs 

of quality improvement, we investigate the 

welfare impacts of BBPD. We show that 

BBPD promotes social welfare compared to 

uniform pricing if the firms’ cost difference 

is sufficiently large. This is due to that 

BBPD induces more consumers to buy the 

high-quality product than under uniform 

pricing, and that the low-cost firm’s profit 

loss from BBPD decreases as the cost 

difference increases.

Our study suggests that a competition 

authority needs to consider the firms’ 

technology of quality improvement when 

evaluating the effects of BBPD on social 

welfare.

In future research, it would be interesting 

to analyze BBPD in dynamic settings where 

information used to segment consumers is 

obtained by their past purchases.
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